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Mr. John Hocking

Registrar:

Public Order
The Prosecutor
v.

Zuhdija Tabakovic

Order to redact the public transcript
and the public broadcast of a hearing
The Trial Chamber
( At the request of the Prosecutor / Defence and with the agreement of the parties)
ORDERS that the following highlighted text be omitted from the public transcript of the hearing on 15
March 2010 and be edited from the public broadcast of this hearing.

thousand auros
him to go to the
with his identity card.
'l'he three of them met at a restaurant near the
Novi Grad Sarajevo municipality building and Mr. Tabakovic showed Y and X
the statements that the KVM wanted them to sign.
He told them they

would reach receive a thousand auros for signing the statement.
Tabakov.ic told X t.hat he and X.
A
would t e s t i f y r.egar.ding some
execution.
Y and X agreed to sign the statements.
Tabakovic te1ephoned

the Case Manager and told her,
people.
And arra

I

finished this job for you. I've got the
at the Novi Grad

same day, Y s'gned a statement ~ega~ding t
morning, Tabakovic accompanied each man in turn from the restaurant to
the Novi Grad sarajevo municipality building and back and introduced each
of them to the Case Manage~ who was inside the building.
Tabakovic said Y was drunk as hell.
Each man signed his
statement and you'll find those at exhibits 6 and 7 before a municipality
official who verified i t and made copies of it.
On their way out, a man
approached X and Y.
Tabakovic was present as X and Y were paid in the
same way that he had been from a green agenda or in a form of envelope
with 20, SO auro notes by a man the Case Manager had pointed out to X and
Y.
Case Manager told Tabakovic that the man who made the payment was
"our man ...
After X and y had finished certifying their statements she told
Tabakovic she would speak with him by phone later.
she left with a man
in a taxi.
Tabakovic returned to the restaurant with Y and why's one
thou euros was dwifded equally, between Tabakovic Y and X with 100 euros
left over to pay for the bil~ of th~ drinkses that the three m~n had
consumed.
X.
Agreed that had signed a false or forged statement he said
i t , he did i t just to take the money.
Signed something he would be

The blacked-out text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto, is confidential.
Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public
recording of all or the relevant portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is
hereby enjoined from disclosing it to any other person(s) or organization(s) as of the date and time this
order is received. The failure to conform may result in contempt charges being issued by the Tribunal
against the disclosing person or organization.

Kevin Parker
Presiding Judge
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